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Abstract: Digital elevation model (DEM) resolution is closely related to the degree of expression of real terrain, the extraction of terrain parameters, and the uncertainty of statistical models. Therefore, based on DEMs with various resolutions, this paper explores the representation and distinguishing ability of different roughness algorithms to measure terrain parameters. Fuyang, a district of Hangzhou City with various landform types, was selected as the research area. Slope, root mean squared height, vector deviation, and two-dimensional continuous wavelet transform were selected as four typical roughness algorithms. The resolutions used were 5, 10, 25, and 50 m DEM on the scale for plains, hills, and mountainous areas. The statistical criteria of effect size and entropy were used as indicators to evaluate and analyze the different roughness algorithms. The results show that in terms of these measures: (1) The expression ability of the SLOPE and root mean squared height (RMSH) algorithms is better than that of the vector deviation method, while the two-dimensional continuous wavelet method based on frequency analysis emphasizes the terrain information within a certain range. (2) The terrain distinguishing ability of the SLOPE and RMSH is not sensitive to the changes in resolution, with the other two algorithms varying with the changes in resolution.
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1. Introduction

Rough surfaces are common in nature, and all surface matter movements (such as slope runoff, rivers, sand flow, air flow on vegetation/buildings, ocean currents, etc.) are inevitably affected by rough surfaces. At the same time, a new rough surface will develop during the course of surface movement [1]. The roughness of a surface can effectively reflect the terrain characteristics and the degree of erosion, thus the roughness of the surface is the key factor in identifying the individual terrain and exploring the specific process of how it affects the terrain in question [2]. The concept of roughness is mainly applied in the following three aspects [1,3,4]: (1) In the sense of geomorphology, roughness not only expresses the range of elevation in the vertical direction, but also reflects its variation and irregularity. (2) In the context of fluid dynamics (including aerodynamics and liquid dynamics), the roughness value is the effective vertical height at which the fluid flow rate is zero, and in this sense, the calculation of roughness indicates both the fluidity and the surface properties. (3) Roughness is a calibration parameter in a particular model that is used to express the interaction of mixed terrain and fluid flow in sub-pixels. This paper mainly focuses on the first aspect.

Hobson first discussed the concept and algorithm of terrain roughness [5]. Hoffman summed up the characteristics that the roughness algorithm should have (effect, property, and meaning) [6].
Applying the methods to 60 collected data sets, Shepard quantitatively analyzed seven kinds of roughness and discussed the problem of scale dependence [7]. McKean and Roering, Glenn, and Booth carried out an analysis of landslide location, distribution, and characteristics using different roughness calculations based on LiDAR (Light Detection And Ranging) terrain data [8–10]. Grohmann evaluated six roughness algorithms based on different spatial scales and resolutions [11]. Berti compared and analyzed 10 kinds of algorithms, and also explored the identification and prediction ability of different algorithms by means of a mathematical synthetic surface and a natural surface for active landslides in order to achieve the goal of automatic mapping [12]. However, the main problems are as follows: At present, most of the research has been carried out on specific algorithms, and only some literature has evaluated the roughness algorithms at different scales. However, there has been less research on the ability of different roughness algorithms with data at different resolutions to express and distinguish terrain. The resolution of a digital elevation model (DEM) as used here refers to the maximum grid size in which all terrain information from the basic data can be retained in the raster data [13].

In recent years, many studies have shown that the resolution of a DEM is closely related to the degree of expression of the details of terrain, the extraction of terrain features/parameters, and the uncertainty of the data/statistical model [14–18]. Chang pointed out that with a decrease in DEM resolution, the average and standard deviation values of the slope extracted from DEM became smaller, with the variation in slope mainly occurring in steep slopes, and the changes in wavelength occurring mainly in the flat areas [19]. MacMillan indicated that DEM resolution has a significant influence on the description degree of terrain feature details and the feature extraction of surface elements [20]. Kienzle extracted and analyzed the first-order (slope, aspect), second-order (plane curvature, profile curvature), and compound derivatives (curvature, topographical wetness index) of the terrain parameter with various resolution data and showed that only elevation and local slope have a good positive correlation, while other parameters cannot express the real terrain effectively when extracted from the coarse DEM [21]. Schoorl revealed and quantified the influence of DEM resolution on erosion and deposition process models, pointing out that a fine-resolution DEM is superior to a low-resolution DEM in representing the real topographic process [22]. Mondal carried out an uncertainty analysis of the RUSLE (Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation) soil erosion model with different DEM resolutions with different data sources and indicated that the accuracy of both the elevation and the soil erosion calculation results decreased with the reduction of the resolution [23]. Therefore, as far as the roughness algorithms are concerned, the landscape levels and morphological characteristics that can be expressed based on the results of DEM with different resolutions are obviously different.

On this basis, this paper has selected Zhejiang Province, Fuyang District, containing various landforms, as the research area, and the roughness extraction algorithms SLOPE, root mean squared height (based on local spatial variation), vector deviation (based on slope normal vector variation), and the two-dimensional continuous wavelet transform (based on the spectrum analysis method) were used as the four typical algorithms [24]. Four resolution scales (5, 10, 25, and 50 m) and three sample areas (plains, hills, and mountains) were chosen to deeply analyze the results of different roughness algorithms through two indicators: the effect size and entropy. Thus, the terrain expression and distinguishing ability of the four algorithms were evaluated under different resolution scales. This study is particularly relevant for the classification of surface morphology and the study of roughness at different scales.

2. Research Methods and Models

2.1. Roughness Algorithms

Four typical roughness extraction algorithms—slope (SLOPE), root mean squared height (RMSH), vector deviation (VD), and two-dimensional continuous wavelet transform (2D CWT)—were selected in this paper, as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Algorithms of roughness.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithms</th>
<th>Formula</th>
<th>Dimension</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SLOPE</td>
<td>( \theta = \arctan\sqrt{p^2 + q^2} )</td>
<td>Degrees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Root mean squared height (RMSH)</td>
<td>( RMSH = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N^2} \sum_{i=1}^{N^2} (H_i - \bar{H})} )</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vector deviation (VD)</td>
<td>( VD = \frac{(N^2 - R)}{\frac{N^2}{N^2 - 1}} )</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-dimensional continuous wavelet transform (2D CWT)</td>
<td>( CWT = \sum_{f=f1}^{f2}</td>
<td>V_{CWT}(f)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The main principles of the four typical roughness extraction algorithms are as follows: (1) SLOPE is the angle between the tangential plane and the horizontal plane at any point on the surface of the Earth [25]. The extraction of roughness by slope is achieved due to the fact that both slope and roughness are essentially expressions of the relationship between the vertical and horizontal planes of the Earth’s surface. (2) RMSH is used to quantify the surface by measuring the standard deviation of the elevation of a set of geographic data. Because the mean square deviation can reflect the deviation degree of the data and the mean value statistically, the algorithm can effectively express the spatial variation in the local range [7]. (3) VD expresses the roughness by using the variation in the unit direction vector of the surface unit in space, and the vector intensity can be calculated by three cosine components of the unit direction vector, where the higher the vector intensity, the lower the vector deviation value and the smoother the corresponding ground [5]. (4) Two-dimensional CWT is one of the comparatively typical methods for quantifying the surface roughness by spectral analysis; it calculates the energy distribution of the region frequency domain by the amplitude information of the spatial domain, transforms the discrete data into the spatial-frequency domain, and provides the frequency distribution characteristics of the amplitude information in the terrain at each position in the space [10]. The wavelet coefficients of the characteristic frequency range of the surface roughness are obtained to quantify the different terrain patterns by selecting the range of the wavelet scale parameters.

Note: \( p \) and \( q \) denote the rate of change of height in the \( x \) and \( y \) directions. \( N \) refers to the width of the moving window (the number of pixels). \( H_i \) is the height value of the pixel in the moving window. \( \bar{H} \) is the average height value of pixels in the moving window. \( R \) refers to the vector strength, which is the sum of the squared three cosine components and the square root of the three cosine components. \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \) represent the lower limit and upper limit of the typical frequency range of terrain roughness. \( V_{CWT} \) is the power spectrum of the 2D continuous wavelet transform.

2.2. Evaluation Criteria

(1) Effect size (ES): The effect size is a statistical indicator proposed by Cohen that can effectively reflect the degree of closeness or difference between variables [26]. In this paper, we use this indicator to calculate the difference in the total roughness value between the two regions of the different roughness algorithm results, as shown in Equation (1):

\[
ES = \frac{\bar{m}_1 - \bar{m}_2}{S}.
\]  

In this equation, \( \bar{m}_1, \bar{m}_2 \) represent the average roughness of two sample areas, and \( S \) is the standard deviation of the total roughness of the three sample areas.

We adopt Cohen’s empirical value evaluation criteria to measure the variables (Table 2).

(2) Entropy: In this study, the concept of entropy proposed by Shannon was adapted to evaluate the completeness and complexity of the results of different roughness algorithms [27]. When the entropy is larger, the information capacity value is bigger. This means the expression degree of the
entropy will be better, and the surface information content will be richer. The entropy is calculated as shown in Equation (2):

\[ H = - \sum p_i(x) \ln p_i(x). \]  

(2)

In this equation, \( H \) is the entropy, \( p_i(x) \) is the frequency of the image roughness value, and \( \ln p_i(x) \) refers to the natural logarithm of the frequency.

Table 2. Effect size (ES) and the empirical value of sample differences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ES</th>
<th>The Degree of Differences between Samples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ES ≥ 0.8</td>
<td>Larger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5 ≤ ES &lt; 0.8</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2 ≤ ES &lt; 0.5</td>
<td>Lesser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES &lt; 0.2</td>
<td>Almost no difference</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Research Area and Data

3.1. Overview of Research Area

The area that this project studied is located at the southwest corner of Hangzhou City, in Zhejiang Province, Fuyang District, with a longitude range of 119°25'E–120°19.5'E and a latitude range of 29°44'45"N–30°11'58.5"N. The total area is 1821.03 square kilometers, and the terrain in this area is inclined from southeast and northwest towards the center. The terrain in this area is diverse; the area of mountains and hills is 1439.6 square kilometers, accounting for 78.61% of the total area of the city; the plain and basin area is 299.63 square kilometers, accounting for 16.36% of the total area; and the water area is 91.98 square kilometers, accounting for 5.02% of the total area. In order to better reflect the terrain expression and distinguishing ability of each roughness algorithm in different resolution environments, three typical sample areas, hilly area (A), plain area (B), and mountainous area (C), were selected in this paper (Figure 1).

![Figure 1. Map of the research area.](image-url)
3.2. Basic Research Data

The original DEM data applied to extract roughness was generated based on 1:10,000 topographic map data. Compared with a DEM based on the TIN (Triangulated Irregular Network) method, the DEM generated by Anudem interpolation can reflect significant hydrographic features more accurately. It can also better describe the relationship between the hydrological elements (flow direction, flow path, channel network, watershed boundary, etc.) and the surface undulation. The precision of the roughness extraction results depends on the modeled details of the original terrain relief to a greater extent. Therefore, this paper used Anudem software to generate multi-group resolution and hydrologically-correct digital elevation models through iterative finite difference interpolation as the basic input data to extract roughness (Figure 2). Finally, the DEM data were clipped according to the vector range boundary of the three sample areas to obtain the required DEM data.

4. Results and Analysis

In terms of the three sample areas of Fuyang, four kinds of DEM with different resolutions—SLOPE, RMSH, VD, and 2D CWT—were extracted. In this paper, four algorithms were compared and analyzed from three aspects: surface features of images, ES, and entropy. The spectral analysis method was implemented in MATLAB (matrix&laboratory). The remainder of the surface roughness algorithm was extracted using Python scripting language, with a moving window of $5 \times 5$ pixels using the neighborhood analysis method.

4.1. Surface Features of Images

For the study of area C, the results of the various roughness algorithms are shown in Figure 3.
It can be seen from Figure 3 that (1) the results of the various roughness algorithms express high frequency information compared with the elevation surface, and all describe the terrain’s spatial variation in the sample area to some extent. (2) The results of VD and 2D CWT are significantly darker than those of other algorithms in terms of the color of images, which shows that the roughness values of the two algorithms are smaller in local areas. However, even if the values of these algorithms are small, the regional spatial variation of the roughness of the surface can still be reflected. (3) With a decrease in the resolution, the definition of each roughness algorithm reduces, and the image surface becomes smooth gradually. However, the overall texture and the general trend structure of the terrain remain unchanged.

4.2. Effect Size

The results of different roughness algorithms with different resolutions were calculated in different sample areas (Table 3). The results show that the differences between the plain area and mountainous area can be clearly expressed by four kinds of roughness extraction algorithms. Among the results of the DEM extraction with 5 m resolution, SLOPE and RMSH algorithms showed a similar distinguishing ability, with the differences in ES remaining within 0.2. The VD and 2D CWT algorithms were shown to be weaker than the SLOPE algorithm and the RMSH algorithm (the effect sizes were lower than the
former two algorithms). However, as the resolution reduced (Figure 4), the variation between the two terrains of the slope and elevation root mean square algorithm was not significant. The plain–hill ES of VD increased from 0.574 to 1.526, the plain–mountains ES increased from 0.923 to 1.557 (the difference became larger), and the ES between hills and mountains decreased from 0.339 to 0.148 (the difference decreased gradually). The change trend of 2D CWT was opposite to that of VD. The results show that the SLOPE and RMSH algorithms were not sensitive to the distinguishing ability of terrain and the change of resolution, but the VD and 2D CWT were sensitive to the distinguishing ability of terrain with a change in resolution.

### Table 3. Comparison of ES.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Digital Elevation Model (DEM) Resolution</th>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Effect Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Plain–Hill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 m</td>
<td>SLOPE</td>
<td>1.436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RMSH</td>
<td>1.267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VD</td>
<td>0.574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2D CWT</td>
<td>0.827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 m</td>
<td>SLOPE</td>
<td>1.403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RMSH</td>
<td>1.239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VD</td>
<td>0.788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2D CWT</td>
<td>0.756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 m</td>
<td>SLOPE</td>
<td>1.382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RMSH</td>
<td>1.269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VD</td>
<td>1.137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2D CWT</td>
<td>0.529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 m</td>
<td>SLOPE</td>
<td>1.357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RMSH</td>
<td>1.243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VD</td>
<td>1.526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2D CWT</td>
<td>0.328</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. ES for different roughness values in different regions with different resolutions.

4.3. Entropy

For the plain area and the mountainous area, the entropy of the four roughness extraction algorithms was counted after being executed. By comparing the entropy obtained by each roughness algorithm, it can be seen that: (1) The entropy of the comparatively complex terrain (mountainous area) was obviously higher than that of the flat terrain (plain area), so these four algorithms can reflect differences in terrain to a certain extent. (2) Both SLOPE and RMSH algorithms were higher than the VD and 2D CWT methods, that is, the roughness extraction results of the first two algorithms were more complete and richer than those of the last two algorithms.

It can be concluded from Figure 5 that: (1) The entropy values of all four algorithms decreased with a decreasing resolution of DEM. The decreasing trend of the entropy was more gradual for SLOPE and RMSH than for VD and 2D CWT. (2) The loss rate of entropy with the decrease of resolution (5–50 m) was faster than that with the flat terrain. (3) The entropy of the 2D CWT was the lowest in the plain area, but its value in the mountainous area was higher than that in the VD, which shows that the algorithm is more prominent in the expression of high-frequency information on the surface. Therefore, with the decrease in DEM resolution, the loss rate of entropy was faster.
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5. Discussion and Conclusions

5.1. Discussion

(1) In this study, the terrain expression and distinguishing ability of four typical roughness algorithms based on DEMs with different resolutions were evaluated from three aspects: image surface information features, effect size, and entropy. The results of the image surface feature information showed that the roughness extracted from the various resolution DEM as the basic input data are able to reflect the spatial variation of the sample area to some extent, and with a reduction in the resolution, the surface of the image becomes smoother, but the overall structure of the terrain remains unchanged. The difference between SLOPE and RMSH algorithms in different regions is not significant with the change in resolution, but VD and 2D CWT algorithms have a certain degree of change, which is mainly due to the mechanisms of the two algorithms. The VD algorithm mainly expresses roughness by the spatial variability of the surface unit direction vector [8] (Figure 6). With a reduction of the resolution, the information of microtopography that can be expressed with high resolution is gradually generalized. The variation in the unit direction vector in hilly and mountainous areas tends to be similar, so differences between the two become smaller. Since the trigonometric function operation is greatly involved in the calculation of the vector intensity, the roughness value is mostly concentrated in the smaller range, so in the case of the plain area, the reduction of values is greater than that of the hilly and mountainous areas. Therefore, the difference between plain areas and hilly and mountainous areas gradually increases. The 2D CWT is applied to express the distribution characteristics of amplitude information in a certain frequency range by adjusting the scale parameter.
of the wavelet [9], while the roughness is prominent in the high frequency information of the surface. Therefore, when the complex and changeable terrain features gradually disappear with the reduction of the resolution, the high-frequency (hilly area) information and the low-frequency (plain area) information components of energy decrease more obviously, and thus the difference between the plain and the hilly terrain gradually decreases. On the other hand, the difference between hilly and mountainous areas increases. Entropy is used to evaluate the integrity and complexity (richness of the image) of the results of different roughness algorithms. With the reduction in the resolution, the entropy of the roughness results in each algorithm decreasing to a certain extent, with the rate of information entropy loss being faster in the more complex geomorphologic type areas (hills, mountains, etc.). It is worth mentioning that 2D CWT had a higher entropy value than the VD algorithm in the flat plain area, which shows that the 2D CWT algorithm can most effectively express the high-frequency components of the surface.

![Figure 6. Schematic representation according to normal vector spatial resolution of the DEM (adapted from [11]).](image)

(2) In recent years, with the advancements in surveying and mapping methods and technology, point-clouds obtained from methods such as InSAR (Synthetic Aperture Radar Interferometry), airborne and terrestrial geodetic LIDAR scans, and fixed wing aircraft photogrammetry can directly generate centimeter-level high-resolution digital terrain models [28]. The more detailed variations will benefit from having better DEMs and finer detail surface textures in the next stage of roughness research.

(3) Considering that the study of roughness should be conducted on large, medium, and small scales, it is inevitable that the DEM with the appropriate resolution will be selected as the input data, but the moving analysis window with the appropriate size is also particularly important. Thus, it is beneficial to improve the efficiency of the data operation and the accuracy of the results, and it is still necessary to investigate more thoroughly the ways in which measures behave as a function of the window size, as well as the relationship between the window size and resolution.

5.2. Conclusions

In this paper, Fuyang District in Hangzhou, an area with various geomorphologic types, was used as the research area. Four typical roughness extraction algorithms—SLOPE, RMSH, VD, and 2D CWT—were assessed. Under the resolutions of 5, 10, 25, and 50 m DEM and three sample areas of plains, hills, and mountains, the ES and entropy were used as indicators to evaluate and analyze the different roughness algorithms. The main conclusions are as follows:
(1) In terms of the terrain expression ability, with the decrease in resolution, the four algorithms showed a decrease in terrain expression ability. In addition, the more complex the terrain, the faster the information loss of the terrain detail. The SLOPE and RMSH algorithms are better than those of VD and 2D CWT. The spectral analysis method based on frequency analysis only emphasizes the terrain information within a certain frequency range.

(2) In terms of the terrain distinguishing ability, with a decrease in DEM resolution, the terrain distinguishing ability of the slope and the elevation root mean square did not obviously change, and the difference in ES was not sensitive to the change in resolution. The VD and 2D CWT algorithms were shown to be slightly inferior to the SLOPE and RMSH algorithms in this measure. Additionally, because of the mechanisms of the algorithms, with a decrease in the resolution, the difference between the plain and hilly regions increased gradually, and the difference between the hilly and mountainous regions decreased gradually. However, the result based on the frequency analysis method was found to be the opposite.

(3) Of the four algorithms, through using the measures based on ES and entropy, the roughness extraction of SLOPE was shown to be best, with better terrain expression and terrain distinguishing ability. The RMSH emphasized the spatial variation in the local range, and the result was slightly inferior to that of the SLOPE. Since the vector deviation method quantifies the roughness by changes in the unit normal vector, the higher the resolution is, the more accurate the roughness result will be. The two-dimensional continuous wavelet quantifies different terrain patterns through different frequency ranges. With a change in the resolution of data, the expression and distinguishing ability of the two-dimensional continuous wavelet is also affected to some extent.
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